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A gazebo is an independent, open garden structure, sometimes hexagonal or octagonal in shape, with a roof. Most gazebos are made of wood or metal and have built-in seats within the protected area. To add a sense of fencing and privacy, mesh or outdoor curtains or drapes are
sometimes used. In a garden setting, a gazebo can serve as a focal point-something to be treated and appreciated-or located in a place on a property (such as a hill) that offers views while providing shelter from the sun. Depending on the area or culture, a gazebo might also be referred to
as an alhambra, belvedere, pavilion, pagoda, pavilion, pergola, rotunda, shed, summerhouse, or tea house. Adding a gazebo to your outdoor space should be carefully considered outside because it can often seem invented and clumsy or out of place. When planning any garden structure,
try to incorporate the architectural elements or features of your home for harmony and continuity. Also be aware of design considerations such as: Scale and ratio: Does the size and shape of the proposed gazebo fit in your yard so that it is neither too large or too small for the location?
Style: Combines with your home and other structures in the property? Materials: Are materials like stone, wood, and iron used elsewhere on the outside of your home? Location: A gazebo can be a destination, an escape, or be a place that frames a beautiful view. Additional hardscape
features, such as paths or walls: Materials and styles echo those used in other parts of the yard or exterior of the house; Small towns in the late 19th and early 20th centuries often had large kiosks in the city centre or in the park, where they often served as bandstands. Because they have a
nostalgic appeal, gazebos are a popular prop for garden weddings and are often associated with romantic scenes in films such as Sound of Music and for photos. A bandstand is generally a rounded platform on which a band or orchestra plays. It can be indoors or outdoors usually with roof
and open sides. Gazebo-like structures have been built for centuries. The Egyptians built garden gazebos to support grapes for wine and raisins. They believed that these earthly paradises -- gazebos and gardens -- would follow them into the sky. The actual gazebo at The Sound of Music
set in Austria was too small for the Sixteen Going on Seventeen dance sequence, so the scene was shot in a replica gazebo in a sound scene in California. The gazebos date back to ancient Greece and Rome. The Greeks built temples public spaces surrounded by gardens, with marble
gazebos in memory of gods and gods. The Romans enjoyed their private gardens as places to relax and have fun. Garden gazebos were constructed as a beautiful outdoor feature and as a gathering place. While gazebos attract attention, they were also, and still are, built to offer privacy.
Ornate gardens in churches and monasteries used gazebos as meditation spaces for the creation of a sanctuary. In Medieval and Renaissance Europe, these sanctuaries were built in more distant areas of large real estate. A gazebo would serve as a destination in which the lord of the
mansion and his guests would travel outside for fresh air while still under one roof. Garden gazebos became popular in England during the 16th to 18th centuries and could be found in parks or large private estates. In the 19th century, gazebos were built for middle-class properties and
became also more functional as a haven than a decorative architectural feature in the landscape. The English practice of afternoon tea enjoyed in gazebos or similar structures. Tea houses-or teahouses-are another form of a gazebo that has been popular in China and Japan for centuries.
Tea ceremonies are a time of rest, meditation and reflection while enjoying each other's company and admiring the beautiful surroundings of nature With dwellings reduced in size, it is difficult to find a place to create a shelter- somewhere to escape the worries of your day or household. To
establish a comfortable hideaway in a smaller lot, add a pergola or aerial roof to your gazebo, opening, and a path leading to the area. For added privacy, create walls with mesh panels on the sides, and plant vines to grow and over the frame. It will be nice to see and a nice getaway to your
property. LiveAbout uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using LiveAbout, you accept our use of cookies. Historic gazebo in Medina, Ohio. Photo: activerain.comNothing says summer quite like a gazebo. Images of relaxed afternoons drinking frozen lemonade in the
shadow of one of these iconic structures have become part of our collective consciousness. And whether they are expansive public pavilions big enough to accommodate a quartet of barbershops, or small, intimate backyard retreats, gazebos are a classic element of park and garden
architecture here in the United States.Photo: hhfencing.comGazebos are typically independent structures, most often octagonal or oval in shape, featuring low walls around an elevated base, open sides and a sharp , conical roof. Many gazebos depict a Chinese or Persian design influence,
with a pagoda or a tiered shape on the roof. Although the popularity of gazebos dates back to the English gardens of the 18th and 19th centuries, it is here in the small Town of America that these petite summerhouses became ubiquitous backyard buildings. Indeed, historians say that
George Washington had a small, octagonal gazebo on his Mount Vernon estate, and Thomas Jefferson had a in its vegetable garden in Monticello.Related: Arbors: The best friend of the GardenGazebos is made of a wide variety of materials, including white pine that has been pressure
treated, weather resistant redwood or cedar, vinyl, aluminum, steel, manufactured wood and composite materials. There are also wooden, vinyl, or metal frame kits designed to be used with removable fabric fabric scenes standing temporary gazebos. Gazebo manufacturing is well within the
reach of most greedy do-it-yourselvers, with a range of pre-assembled building options and kits available from national home improvement stores as well as local retailers. Some retailers sell pre-built gazebos, often called Amish gazebos, which are manufactured by hand in Pennsylvania
Amish communities and delivered to the homeowner. These structures are usually shipped to a truck and can be placed directly on flat ground, on a bed of crushed stone, or on poured cement bases or slabs. (Do-it-yourself gazebo kits can be placed on any of these same substrates.)
Suncast Gazebo CabelaS when considering gazebo construction, there are myriad functional and decorative choices to be made. Working from the ground up, flooring options include no flooring (placing the gazebo directly on the ground), a basic raised deck, or a decorative raised deck (in
which floor tables form a design). Support posts and supports can be clear or have decorative carved elements, while the bottom part of the gazebo can be constructed of solid wooden panels or railings (straight or carved). The door may be open or have a gate; the interior may have built-in
benches or seats. and screens can be used to keep out annoying bugs. Electrical outputs can allow lights, fans, or appliances to be added. And gazebos can be painted, stained, or outdated, depending on the type of material used in manufacturing. A decorative gazebo roof can be a truly
individual design element: options include a straight roof, curved roof, tiered roof or dome, covered with either roofing shingles or wooden shakes. Some gazebos even feature whimsical weathervanes as personalized fashion statement. The finishing touch? Well, homemade lemonade, of
course! In a gallon of pitcher, mix two cups of sugar with a cup of hot water until the sugar dissolves, then add two cups of lemon juice (freshly compressed would be better). Fill the jug with cold water and garnish with fresh lemon slices. Pour over ice and enjoy in a garden gazebo! For more
on outdoor living, consider: Pergolas: What's old is new again Design Guide: Wooden Decks Patio Coatings 101 How to crochet for beginners today I'm showing you how to crochet for absolute beginners. Learning how to crochet requires little more than a few simple stitches and some
practice. So let's get started. is the video to get a start on learning how to crochet.. I hope you enjoy it and learn something new today : Follow me on Facebook: me on Instagram: The following link to subscribe: crafty with #PaperTalesParticipated in The Made with Yarn Contest 2016 To
ensure our content is always up to date with current information, best practices, and professional advice, articles are systematically reviewed by experts with years of hands-on experience. Reviewed by Jan Jan 2020 When it comes to outdoor living, nothing is more relaxing than sitting in a
gazebo or walking through a pergola. Every spring there are more and more gazebo and pergola designs to support that special area of your yard. But how do you choose between the two? Will a gazebo suit your needs or will a pergola make a better fit? Which one will emphasize your
yard better? GazeboSA gazebo is a large, octagonal structure in a private or public garden space, often used as a place to congregate and relax. In the late 18th century gazebos were built on slopes to highlight the majestic views of the countryside and also doubled as a way to watch for
invaders. They are usually open on all sides, but today they can be checked in to protect against insects. Some communities build them big enough to double as bandstand. Most permanent gazebos are built of wood, but you can get a less expensive, less permanent gazebo as well. Less
permanent gazebos are more like a screen scene. Even if they are temporary, they still add a bit of zing to your yard. The frames are usually aluminum and can be assembled within hours. Because most of them are square it's not a real gazebo, but that's what their manufacturers
merchandising like. Kits for gazebos can be purchased online or in large box hardware stores. And for the adventurous, there are areas where you can design your gazebo. PergolaSA pergola is a structure with positions or pillars that support cross-beams and an open grid, forming a shady
hallway, passage or living room. Pergolas are prominent garden structures in desert climates, but are growing in popularity elsewhere. They are more popular in warm climates because pergolas provide a place for vines to grow, and in turn, vines provide shade. Currently, pergolas don't
necessarily need to have vines to provide shade. Some of the newer designs put the mesh on top of the beam crosses that provide the dapper shade, but still let a lot of sun shine through. Pergola kits can be found online and at major box retailers. What's for you? The three biggest
differences between gazebos and pergolas are in their optical structures. Gazebos are typically round or octagonal, while pergolas are square or rectangular. Gazebos have a roof, while pergolas have diagonal beams, but no roof. Finally, gazebos are separate from any other structure while
pergolas can connect two structures together or stand alone. Think about where you want a structure in your yard. If a bridge or patio is to be stressed, then a It would be the way to go. If you want a structure further out in your yard, incorporated into a garden or at the end of a path, then a
gazebo is for you. Either way, both structures dress up your yard and make a nice place to relax and enjoy friends. Friends. Friends.
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